Abstract-A hybrid two-layer evaporator wick is proposed for passive, high-heat-flux dissipation over large areas using a vapor chamber heat spreader. For such applications, the evaporator wick layer must be designed to simultaneously minimize the device temperature rise and minimize the flow resistance to a capillary feeding of the wick. This requires a strategy that exploits the benefits of a thin wick for reduced thermal resistance and a thick wick for liquid feeding. In the present design, a thick cap layer of wick material evenly routes liquid to a thin, lowthermal-resistance base layer through an array of vertical liquidfeeding posts. This two-layer structure decouples the functions of liquid resupply (cap layer) and capillary-fed boiling heat transfer (base layer), making the design scalable to heat input areas of ∼1 cm 2 for operation at 1 kW/cm 2 . A reduced-order model is developed to demonstrate the potential performance of a vapor chamber incorporating such a two-layer evaporator wick design. The model comprises simplified hydraulic and thermal resistance networks for predicting the capillary-limited maximum heat flux and the overall thermal resistance, respectively. The reducedorder model is validated against a higher fidelity numerical model and then used to analyze the performance of the vapor chamber with varying two-layer wick geometric feature sizes. The two-layer wick design is found to sustain liquid feeding at higher heat fluxes, without reaching the capillary limit, compared to single-layer evaporator wick designs.
V
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condenses back to the liquid phase. A porous wick structure lining the inside of the vapor chamber is responsible for passively transporting condensed liquid back to the heat input area by capillary forces. By operating in this two-phase cycle, passive heat spreading may be accomplished at a temperature gradient that can be significantly lesser than in the case of conduction-based solid spreader layers. The amount of heat input to the vapor chamber dictates the phase-change behavior in the evaporator wick [1] . At low input heat fluxes, the wick operates in a regime wherein evaporation occurs from the liquid menisci sustained at the top of the saturated wick. As heat flux is increased, the menisci recede into the bulk of the wick with increased curvature, providing more capillary pressure for resupply, compensating for the increased liquid flow rate due to evaporation. Depending on the size of the heat input area and the vapor chamber design, further increases in heat flux may cause the menisci to completely recede and dryout, reaching the so-called capillary limit; alternatively, if the surface superheat becomes sufficiently large prior to capillary dryout, vapor bubble nucleation can occur in the wick structure leading to a capillary-fed boiling regime. In some wick structures, incipience of vapor bubbles can completely cut off the capillary resupply pathway, causing immediate dryout via the so-called boiling limit. Early studies that reported sustained capillary-fed boiling from porous wick structures [2] , [3] observed a sharp decrease in the thermal resistance when boiling was initiated. However, sustained boiling in the mesh wick structures [4] reduced the cross-sectional area available for liquid flow, thereby incurring a large pressure drop responsible for premature dryout, at heat fluxes below the notional capillary limit, despite the potential for a reduction in the thermal resistance.
Sintered metal wicks provide relatively higher capillary pressure and effective thermal conductivities in comparison to other conventional wick structures [1] . In addition, the highly tortuous nature of the stochastic network of pores in sintered metal wicks can sustain liquid supply during capillary-fed boiling conditions, making them suitable for high-heat-flux vapor chamber applications in which nucleation is likely to occur. Several studies have evaluated homogeneous sintered metal wicks for dissipating high heat fluxes when operated in the capillary-fed boiling regime [5] - [8] and identified the critical wick geometric parameters that governed thermal performance and dryout under these conditions. Parametric investigations of wick thickness reported that higher thicknesses yielded higher dryout heat fluxes for homogeneous sintered metal screen wicks [6] and biporous sintered powder wicks [7] . While thicker wicks were capable of providing a larger crosssectional area for liquid resupply to prevent dryout, thick sintered wicks can result in a large surface superheat during capillary-fed boiling operation [7] . Thin homogeneous sintered metal powder wicks on the order of ∼200 μm in thickness can provide a low thermal resistance to boiling [8] but cannot sustain liquid supply at high heat fluxes.
In comparison to homogeneous wicks, for which there is an intrinsic tradeoff between the maximum supported heat flux and thermal conductance as wick thickness is varied, various studies in the literature have developed nonhomogeneous wick morphologies to circumvent these limitations. Such heterogeneous wicks may include patterned features to ease vapor removal and provide dedicated liquid-feeding pathways to prevent dryout during capillary-fed boiling operation. Mughal and Plumb [3] concluded that providing a highpermeability pathway for vapor flow, by cutting channels in the evaporator wick, doubled the dryout heat flux. Ju et al. [9] developed wick structures that used lateral or columnar wick arteries to supply liquid to a thin wicking layer; these wicks were able to dissipate ∼350 W/cm 2 input over a 1 cm 2 evaporator area. Weibel et al. [10] evaluated grid-patterned sintered wicks that provided vapor removal pathways during boiling, reducing the evaporator surface superheat by 30% compared to uniform sintered wick layers. Zhao and Chen [11] tested a microgrooved sintered powder wick that improved the dryout heat flux over a uniform wick by 300%. These studies have demonstrated that providing separate liquid flow and vapor extraction pathways can improve the performance of an evaporator wick operating at high heat fluxes.
The next-generation high-performance electronic systems call for the removal of extreme heat fluxes of about 1 kW/cm 2 [12] while maintaining the surface temperature within the specified limits to ensure device reliability. While heat fluxes of ∼1 kW/cm 2 have been dissipated by passively fed wick structures, these demonstrations have been limited by incurring excessive surface temperatures (e.g., 147 K superheat [7] ) or being restricted to very small hotspot sizes of 0.04 cm 2 [13] , [14] or less [15] . Several studies have pointed to a very strong dependence of the maximum heat flux supported by capillary-fed boiling wick structures to the heat input area [14] , [16] . For example, Cai and Chen [14] showed that carbon nanotube bi-wick structures were capable of removing significantly higher heat fluxes of 938 W/cm 2 from smaller heaters (0.04 cm 2 ) as compared to dryout occurring at as low as 195 W/cm 2 for a larger heated area of 1 cm 2 . Weibel and Garimella [17] have comprehensively reviewed the recent progress and current limitations in the design and fabrication of evaporator wick structures for high-heat-flux applications.
This paper evaluates an evaporator wick design that combines different important functionalities revealed in the literature to potentially realize ∼1 kW/cm 2 heat dissipation over heat input areas as large as 1 cm 2 and at thermal resistances suitable for electronics cooling applications. The two-layer design comprises a thin porous wick layer in which the liquid charge undergoes boiling, fed with a continuous supply of liquid by an array of porous vertical posts capped by a thick wick layer. The thin wick layer imposes a low thermal resistance during capillary-fed boiling, while the thick cap layer provides a high-permeability route for liquid feeding from above through the posts. The two-layer wick structure concept is first presented, and then a reduced-order model is developed to predict the performance of a vapor chamber incorporating this structure in the evaporator. The reducedorder model is validated against a higher fidelity numerical model and then used to obtain parametric trends in the wick pressure drop and evaporator thermal resistance. The two-layer wick performance is benchmarked against conventional singlelayer wick concepts. Fig. 1 shows a 3-D drawing of the proposed two-layer wick structure, as well as a cross-sectional schematic of this two-layer structure incorporated as the evaporator inside a vapor chamber heat spreader. The condensed working fluid returns to the evaporator section from the periphery of the vapor chamber through a conventional bulk wick (thickness t bulk ). A liquid is routed from the bulk wick surrounding the evaporator section into a relatively thick wick cap layer (thickness t cap ) into an array of vertical liquidfeeding posts (diameter d post ). These posts uniformly distribute the liquid to a thin base wick (thickness t base ). The vapor generated by capillary-fed boiling in the base wick escapes through gaps between the posts (spacing S) and on through vapor vents in the cap wick layer (diameter d vent ) into the vapor core.
II. TWO-LAYER EVAPORATOR WICK CONCEPT
Although thinner wicks provide lower thermal resistance during capillary-fed boiling compared to thicker wicks, they cannot sustain liquid resupply at high heat fluxes. In order to leverage the low thermal resistance offered by a thin evaporator wick, the two-layer structure uses the thick layer as a means to adequately feed liquid from the top. Alternative strategies have explored lateral feeding using wedge-shaped wick geometries [18] and converging arteries [19] that supply liquid within a central evaporator. However, the liquid-feeding structures in these approaches occupy a part of the base area, inherently reducing the available evaporator area for the phasechange process. The proposed top-down feeding approach decouples the liquid-feeding structure (i.e., the wick cap layer) from the capillary-fed boiling region in the evaporator; the complete evaporator footprint area is made available to the wick cap layer for capillary supply. Prior top-down feeding approaches [20] consisted of vertical posts covered by a uniform porous wick directly connected from the condenser side to the evaporator. These long arteries spanning the entire thickness of a vapor chamber incur an increased pressure drop that negates any improvement over lateral feeding [9] . Regardless of the vapor chamber design, the two-layer evaporator structure allows for different designs of the thickness and length of the liquid-feeding posts.
Under the steady operation of a vapor chamber, the vapor core is at the saturated condition, and the local vapor pressure and temperature are related via the saturation curve. There can be a large pressure gradient in the vapor exiting a wick through tortuous pathways during capillary-fed boiling, resulting in a high evaporator temperature. High-permeability vapor venting with grooved-wick [11] and patterned-wick [10] structures has been shown to decrease the surface superheat significantly and extend the dryout heat flux. The vapor vents in the proposed two-layer evaporator wick structure provide a relatively unimpeded pathway for vapor to exit through the cap wick layer via the gaps between the liquid-feeding posts.
III. REDUCED-ORDER MODEL OF TWO-LAYER WICK
A reduced-order model is developed to estimate the internal pressure drops and thermal resistances in a vapor chamber incorporating the two-layer evaporator wick design. This model is used to find the overall thermal resistance of the vapor chamber and predict if the capillary pressure of the porous wick structure is sufficient to maintain operation at a given heat flux for various two-layer wick designs.
A schematic showing the predominant pressure drops and thermal resistances considered in the model is shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively. The diagrams show one-half of the geometry of a square vapor chamber, with evaporator and condenser square edge lengths l evap and l cond , respectively. A constant heat input Q at the evaporator is rejected from the condenser side of the vapor chamber. There is a viscous liquid-phase pressure drop in the bulk wick structure from the periphery to the evaporator (P l,bulk ), along the cap wick layer (P l,cap ), through the liquid-feeding posts (P l,post ), and to the furthest extent in the thin base wick layer (P l,base ). Vapor flow incurs a pressure drop as it passes through the space between the posts (P v,space ), across the vapor vents (P v,vent ) , and outward in the vapor core (P v,core ). The pressure drop for the wick along the side wall of the vapor chamber is assumed to be negligible compared to the bulk liquid pressure due to the small thickness of the vapor chamber relative to the lateral dimensions. The evaporator temperature rise above saturation is governed by conduction resistances across the evaporator and condenser walls (R wall ) and condenser-side wick (R wick,cond ), the capillary-fed boiling resistance in the base wick (R boil ), and the thermal resistance associated with the total differential in the saturation pressure of the vapor (R sat ). Note that the conduction resistance through the wick on the evaporator side is effectively bypassed during boiling because nucleation occurs from the substrate-wick interface. Moreover, the condensation resistance across the liquid-vapor interface (on the condenser side) is assumed to be negligible compared to the conduction resistances [21] .
The model assumes that the porous wick is composed of sintered particles of mean diameter d part ; the effective pore radius is taken as r pore = 0.21 d part [1] . The capillary pressure of the wick is calculated directly from the pore radius, assuming a highly wetting fluid, as
For a wick porosity of φ, the liquid permeability is calculated as [1]
To simplify the problem, the rectangular vapor chamber is modeled as a cylindrical disk, with the effective evaporator (r evap ) and condenser (r cond ) radii calculated such that the footprint area is equivalent to the square edge lengths l evap and l cond .
A. Fluid Pressure Drops
The liquid-phase pressure drops are calculated using the 1-D governing momentum equation for radial flow in porous media given as
where u l is the liquid flow velocity in the radial direction. A total mass flow rate is calculated from the heat inpuṫ
To calculate the bulk liquid pressure drop (P l,bulk ), a bulk velocity is calculated from the total mass flow rate as
Integrating (3) from the condenser radius to the evaporator radius gives the value of the pressure drop as
Liquid pressure drop along the cap layer is calculated assuming a uniform extraction of liquid from the cap underside area to the posts in the following. The mass flow rate of liquid in the cap layer is thereby a function of radial position and decreases fromṁ total at the evaporator periphery (r evap ) to zero at the centerṁ
A cap layer liquid flow velocity is calculated as
where to account for the reduced area available for flow due to the vapor vents, a reduced effective thickness of the cap layer t cap,eff is calculated based on the equivalent porous volume of the cap layer. Integrating (3) from r = r evap to r = 0, the cap layer pressure drop is
Liquid pressure drop through each liquid-feeding post is calculated assuming uniform axial flow in a cylindrical porous medium
where t post is the post height. The total mass flow rate is divided equally through all posts, i.e.,ṁ post =ṁ total /N post , where N post is the number of posts. For calculation of the liquid pressure drop through the base wick layer (P l,base ), a unit cell around each post in the evaporator footprint area is considered. Fig. 2 (a) shows a plan view of the two-layer wick evaporator footprint area; a square unit cell geometry around a post is outlined. This square unit cell is approximated as an axisymmetric radial geometry [ Fig. 2 
The base-layer liquid pressure drop is calculated considering radially outward flow from the center of each post to the effective radius (r eff,post ) where the liquid evaporates completely. It is assumed that capillary-fed boiling only occurs in the footprint area not covered by the posts, i.e., the heat flux becomes 
Equation (3) is integrated from r = 0 to r = r eff,post with an associated liquid flow velocity, u l,base =ṁ l,base /(2πρ l rt base ), to give In (14), the values for the effective porosity φ eff and effective permeability K eff are altered accounting for a reduced area available for liquid flow due to vapor formation in the wick. This change is confined to the region where boiling occurs, i.e., from r = r post to r = r eff,post . To calculate the area reduction during boiling, the wick is assumed to be composed of spherical particles in a cubic packing. Following [22] , pseudovapor columns are assumed to be sustained in pore spaces during capillary-fed boiling, and the porous structure is represented as a series of vapor columns in between an extended surface of copper particles. Based on the expressions for the dimensions of these vapor columns [22] , the area reduction for liquid flow is found based on the geometry of the cubic-packed spheres. This area reduction is equated to a porosity reduction, and a new value of porosity φ eff is found. The reduced permeability K eff is found using (2) with this new porosity value. Depending on the specific geometry chosen for the twolayer wick structure, vapor flow through the spaces between the posts is better represented using either 1-D upward flow (if the posts are relatively long and closely spaced) or radial flow (if the posts are relatively short and widely spaced). The current model calculates both 1-D approximations, and the highest value is taken as a conservative estimate of this pressure drop (P v,space ). For both cases, a vapor is assumed to be formed directly above the base wick, where boiling occurs, in a region from r = r vent to r = r eff,vent within a unit cell around each vent, as shown in Fig. 2(d) and (e). Because the number of vents is smaller than the number of liquid-feeding posts, the mass flow rate of vapor in a vent unit cell is calculated asṁ v =ṁ post (N post /N vent ). For the upward flow case, the vapor flows upward in the cylindrical area of radius r eff,vent ; a Hagen-Poiseuille velocity profile and a corresponding pressure drop are calculated. For the radial flow case, the vapor is assumed to flow radially inward from r = r eff,vent to r = r vent , where it escapes into the vents above [see the side view of the vapor vent unit cell in Fig. 2(e) ]. In the radial flow case, the mass flow rate is a function of the radial position as the vapor mass is being accumulated during the inward flow over the boiling area; the mass flow rate increases from a value of zero at r = r eff,vent toṁ v at r = r ventṁ
The corresponding pressure drop is calculated by integrating the 1-D governing momentum equation for radial flow given by
where u v =ṁ v,space (r )/(2πρ v rt post ) is the vapor flow velocity in the radial direction, to obtain
where
Minor losses are included to account for the sudden contraction into the vapor vents from the space below, based on an empirical correlation for abrupt contractions in cylindrical pipes [23] 
where 
The minor losses due to the expansion from the vapor vents to the vapor core estimated assuming flow through an abrupt expansion in cylindrical pipes are negligible for the area ratios considered in this paper. The viscous vapor flow through the vapor core is assumed to incur a negligible pressure drop, due to the comparatively large cross-sectional area and expanding radius of the vapor core in the flow direction. The sum of liquid and vapor pressure drops gives the total pressure drop in the vapor chamber
For the chamber to operate at a given heat input, the total pressure drop should be less than the capillary pressure supported by the sintered wick, i.e., P total /P c ≤ 1 is a required condition for continued operation of the vapor chamber.
B. Thermal Resistances
To calculate the temperature drop across the base wick due to capillary-fed boiling (T boil ), the empirical correlation proposed by Smirnov [22] is used
This model assumes that the capillary-fed boiling phenomenon can be represented by evaporation from thin-liquid-film-coated overextended surfaces formed by the porous structure. The empirical constant C is taken from a previous curve fit to a set of experimental capillary-fed boiling performance data [17] .
In (21), T * is the nucleation superheat and k eff is the effective thermal conductivity of the wick. The saturation temperature change in the vapor phase is calculated from the associated vapor pressure drops using the Clausius-Clapeyron relation
The temperature drops in the walls and the condenser wick are calculated assuming 1-D conduction as
The total temperature drop is calculated by summing the individual temperature differentials
IV. VALIDATION OF THE REDUCED-ORDER MODEL
The 1-D model description of the two-layer wick is validated by comparing to a numerical model that solves the multidimensional fluid flow behavior. A fixed baseline two-layer wick geometry is used for this comparison. The porous wick is taken to be composed of cubic-packed (φ = 0.48) sintered copper particles of mean diameter d part = 100 μm. The working fluid considered is water. The thickness of the base wick layer (t base ) is taken to be 200 μm. Fig. 3(a) 
A. Numerical Model for Pressure Drop in the Two-Layer Wick
In the numerical model, the two-layer wick structure is separated into a liquid flow domain consisting of the porous wick regions and a vapor flow domain consisting of the open spaces within the wick and in the vapor core. The 3-D continuity and momentum equations are solved in the 1/8 symmetric sections of these domains in ANSYS Fluent [24] to obtain the pressure drop values. A 3-D view of the wick and vapor domains of the two-layer wick section is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Fig. 3(c) shows the meshed wick domain along with the boundary conditions imposed. The inlet to the domain is the outer face of the cap layer at the edge of the evaporator region. A pressure inlet boundary condition is specified on the inlet face with a constant (zero) value of gauge pressure. The domain outlet is the exposed top surface of the base wick layer where evaporation occurs. A mass outlet boundary condition is specified on the outlet face with a known evaporative mass flux based on the heat input, as calculated from the mass flow rate in (4) . There are two symmetry boundaries, and the rest of the wick boundaries that interface with the vapor domain are modeled as no-slip walls. A porous-flow formulation of the governing equations that consider viscous and inertial dissipation accounting for the wick porosity (φ) and the permeability (K ) is used for the wick domain as seen in [25] . Note that the evaporating portion of the base wick layer (i.e., not covered by liquid-feeding posts) is modeled with the reduced values of porosity (φ e ) and permeability (K e ) to simulate the capillary-boiling conditions, as in the reducedorder model (see Section III-A). Other inputs to the numerical solver include the thermophysical properties of the working fluid. Fig. 3(d) shows the vapor flow domain and the boundary conditions. The mass inlet boundary condition on the vapor domain is the top surface of the base wick layer, which mirrors the outlet face of the wick domain. The vapor flows through space between liquid-feeding posts, up the vapor vents, and expands into the large vapor core, ultimately flowing outward to the outlet face. A pressure outlet boundary condition is specified on the outlet face, with a constant (zero) value of gauge pressure. There are two symmetry faces while the remaining boundaries that interface with the wick domain are modeled as no-slip walls.
B. Comparison of Reduced-Order and Numerical Models
The two-layer wick geometry described in Section IV-A is simulated for a heat input of Q = 100 W. Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively, shows the liquid and vapor pressure contours predicted by the numerical model. A gradient-based mesh refinement was performed, wherein cells in regions of the high-pressure gradient were refined, to arrive at the results reported here, for meshes containing 160 000 cells in the wick domain and 425 000 cells in the vapor domain; further refinement in each case provided a negligible change in the total pressure drop. In the wick domain [ Fig. 4(a) ], the highest pressure gradient is along the thin base wick. Pressure contours in the base wick layer can be seen as rings around each post, indicating that the liquid flows radially around each post. In the vapor domain [ Fig. 4(b) ], the pressure in the vapor core remains largely uniform, except for localized higher pressure regions above each vent. The highest pressure regions are near the outer edge of the evaporator region within the vapor spaces between the liquid-feeding posts. Because there is no vent directly above these regions, vapor originating at the inlet face close to the edge must flow a relatively longer distance to reach the nearest vent, resulting in a larger pressure drop. The minimum pressure in the domain is at the start of each vent because the flow encounters a sudden contraction and turns into the narrow vapor vents from the wider vapor space between the posts.
The pressure drops across different regions in the wick and vapor domain predicted by the numerical simulation are compared with corresponding values from the reduced-order model predictions. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the pressure drop in the cap layer of the wick domain (P l,cap ) is calculated across a line along the middle of the cap layer from the inlet to the center of the domain. The pressure drop along the post (P l,post ) is calculated along the centerline of the centermost post in the array; the pressure drop and the mass flow rate are nearly the same across all the posts. The base-layer pressure drop (P l,base ) is calculated along a line from the middle post outward to the point of minimum pressure in the domain, diagonally between the posts. In the vapor domain, the total vapor pressure drop (P v ) is calculated along the centerline of a vent starting from the inlet face, and then along the vapor core leading to the outlet face. However, the pressure drop differs for each vent because the pressure over the inlet face is nonuniform; an average value of the pressure drop is calculated by averaging the total vapor pressure drop calculated along the centerlines of the three vents. This average value of the vapor pressure drop is used in the comparison to the reduced-order model prediction. Fig. 4(c) shows a bar chart of the different pressure drops in the numerical simulation compared to the corresponding values from the reduced-order model. It is noted that the largest difference is in the base wick layer (17%), while the other pressure drop values match within 5%. The difference observed in the base wick layer pressure drop is explained in Fig. 4(d) , which shows the gauge pressure along the base layer in the numerical simulation compared to the radial flow approximation from the reduced-order model. Pressure remains almost constant under the post (where boiling does not occur) and drops rapidly outside the post due to the reduced porosity and permeability in the boiling wick. While the pressure gradient matches between the simulation approaches, the flow length in the base wick layer is shorter in the reduced-order model due to the simplified 1-D assumption that calculates the flow length based on the area of the unit cell given by (11) . In the numerical simulation, the flow length is slightly larger, and there is a minimum pressure region in the base layer diagonally between the posts. Overall, it is concluded that the reduced-order model adequately represents the nature of the fluid flow in the two-layer wick and provides a satisfactory prediction of the total pressure drop.
V. TWO-LAYER WICK PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
The reduced-order model developed in Section III can be used to find two-layer evaporator wick designs that are capable of sustaining liquid supply at a given heat input while maintaining a target evaporator temperature. Various vapor chamber dimensions are held constant for the analysis. The thicknesses of the vapor chamber walls (t wall ) and the condenser-side wick (t wick,cond ) are each set to 200 μm. The condenser and the evaporator square edge lengths are l cond = 100 mm and l evap = 10 mm, respectively. The bulk wick thickness t bulk is chosen to be 1.5 mm with a total vapor chamber thickness of 3 mm.
A. Relative Magnitude of Pressure Drops and Temperature Drops
A baseline two-layer evaporator wick design is analyzed first in order to assess the relative magnitude of the different pressure and temperature drops at a heat input of Q = 1 kW (i.e., the flux of 1 kW/cm 2 ). The baseline case is the same as specified in Section IV. Fig. 5(a) shows the drawings of the baseline design, which has a uniform 5 × 5 square arrays of liquid-feeding posts and an offset 4 × 4 square arrays of vapor vents, with the following geometrical parameters: d post = 1 mm, d vent = 1 mm, and t cap = 1 mm. Fig. 5 (b) provides a histogram of the different liquid pressure drops and the total vapor pressure drop. The maximum pressure drop is incurred in the thin base wick (P l,base ); this large pressure drop is due to the small cross section of the flow that is further reduced by vapor formation even over the short flow length. The bulk wick and cap wick layer liquid pressure drops are higher than that in the liquid-feeding posts, as a result of this specific design case having relatively thick posts; generally, these pressure drops are of a similar magnitude, depending on the design. The vapor pressure drop also contributes a significant portion to the total pressure drop for this particular design but can be significantly reduced for wider vents. To a large extent, P l,base governs the overall pressure drop in the vapor chamber. A sufficiently dense array of liquid-feeding posts (i.e., more unit cells with a decreased flow length in the base wick layer) would be necessary to reduce this pressure drop such that a capillary limit is not encountered. This highlights the need for distributed liquid feeding with an array of posts to enable the use of the thin base wick over the entire 1 cm 2 evaporator area.
A histogram of the different temperature drops for the example design is shown in Fig. 5(c) . The boiling resistance induces the highest temperature drop and represents the limiting factor on the thermal performance of a vapor chamber incorporating the two-layer wick design. This temperature drop is amplified by the reduction in footprint area for capillary-fed boiling due to the presence of posts (from which boiling is assumed not to occur). Therefore, the thermal performance of the vapor chamber is expected to be sensitive to the diameter of the liquid-feeding posts, which determine the amplification of the heat flux. While the conduction temperature drops are not negligible, they are a part of the vapor chamber design and not of the two-layer wick proposed in this paper, and hence not a primary focus here. The saturation temperature change in the vapor phase is negligible. Considering that the base-layer pressure and temperature drops largely govern the performance, note that the model predictions are reliant on the accuracy of the correlations used to predict these terms; given the sensitivity of the performance predictions to the base wick thickness, the value in this paper was chosen to match the thickness and particulate composition of a wick investigated in prior experiments from which the capillary-fed boiling empirical correlation parameters adopted in this paper were developed [26] . In addition, keeping this wick thickness small is central to the design concept and helps to achieve the low evaporator temperatures desired.
B. Parametric Effects on Performance
The effects of the two-layer wick post diameter, the cap layer thickness, and the vent diameter on the pressure drop and thermal performance are investigated for a 5×5 post array design. As any one of these parameters is varied individually, the other two parameters remain fixed at the baseline values of d post = 1 mm, d vent = 0.5 mm, and t cap = 1 mm; all other wick geometric parameters are the same as the baseline case, and the heat input remains Q = 1 kW. Fig. 6 shows the total pressure drop P total (left vertical axis: blue line) and the total temperature drop T total (right vertical axis: red line) plotted against the post diameter, keeping all other wick geometric parameters fixed. For a fixed array size, increasing the post diameter reduces the total pressure drop. Thicker posts reduce the pressure drop contribution from the posts; more importantly, the flow length in the thin base wick layer is shortened, thereby decreasing the total pressure drop. Conversely, the temperature difference across the vapor chamber increases with post diameter; thicker posts occupy a large area of the evaporator footprint, reducing the area available for boiling. Fig. 7 plots P total and T total against the cap layer thickness while keeping other wick geometric parameters fixed. Note that for the constant bulk wick and base wick layer thicknesses, a change in the cap layer thickness implies a concomitant elongation or shortening of the liquid-feeding posts. Therefore, when the cap layer thickness is reduced, the liquid pressure in the thinner cap (P l,cap ) and longer posts (P l,post ) both increase. Conversely, increasing cap layer thickness yields shorter posts with narrower spaces between them, which increase the vapor pressure drop (P v,space and P v,vent ). This tradeoff gives rise to an optimum cap thickness at which the total pressure drop is minimized (∼0.8 mm in Fig. 7) , for all other parameters fixed. The temperature drops remain almost constant with cap thickness, with the only effect being a small increase in the saturation temperature change in the vapor phase at larger cap thicknesses for which vapor flow is restricted in the narrow spaces between posts.
The effect of vent diameter on P total and T total is shown in Fig. 8 . In general, wider vapor vents increase the pressure drop through the cap layer (P l,cap ) because the effective liquid flow area is reduced, while narrower vents increase the vapor pressure drop through the vent itself (P v,vent ) . Despite this apparent tradeoff, the pressure drop increase due to the narrowed vents outweighs any decrease in the cap layer pressure drop. This analysis indicates that the vent diameters should be made as large as possible, up to the physical limit of overlapping with the liquid-feeding posts, to minimize the total pressure drop for a given array size. The thermal performance is largely unchanged within the range of vent diameters tested, as a result of the negligible contribution of the vapor vents to the saturation pressure change. Fig. 9 . Effect of increasing post array size on the total pressure drop ratio (P total /P c )and the total temperature drop (T total ) for d vent = 1 mm, t cap = 1 mm. This is achieved by fixing the footprint area covered by the posts to obtain a target temperature drop while varying post diameter (d post ). Insets: scaled evaporator areas for a 5 × 5 and a 10 × 10 array of posts.
A comparative interrogation of Figs. 6-8 reveals that the pressure drop and the thermal resistance of the two-layer wick structure are predominantly affected by the post and vent diameters at a given array size; the cap layer thickness has a significantly smaller effect. This is because the post diameter directly influences the largest contributing pressure drop (P l,base ) and temperature drop (T boil ), and the vent diameter affects the nonnegligible vapor pressure drop (P v ). In addition, note that the total pressure drop for the baseline case and parametric variations thereof were always greater than the available capillary pressure of the wick structure (P c = 5891 Pa).
The number of liquid-feeding posts in the array can be varied to design a two-layer evaporator wick structure with reduced pressure drop. Fig. 9 shows the pressure drop ratio (P total /P c , left vertical axis: blue line) and the total temperature drop (T total , right vertical axis: red line) with varying array sizes, from a sparse 5 × 5 array to a densely packed 10 × 10 arrays of posts. A pressure drop ratio (P total /P c ) value of less than unity (a solid blue cutoff line at unity is shown in Fig. 9 ) signifies that the vapor chamber can operate without reaching a capillary limit at the given heat flux. To design for a nearly fixed total temperature differential, the post diameter can be reduced as the array size increases to maintain the associated footprint area covered by the posts. In Fig. 9 , the footprint area is chosen such that the total temperature drop is ∼40 K across the different array sizes; the corresponding post diameter is shown on the abscissa. It is noted that increasing array sizes yield reduced total pressure drop due to the reduced flow length around each post in the base layer, thereby reducing the predominant P l,base . Arrays of size 9×9 and larger yield a pressure drop below the critical limit in this case.
As demonstrated in this section, the reduced-order model developed in this paper allows for the study of the design tradeoffs resulting from changes to the two-layer wick geometry. These tradeoffs must be considered so that an evaporator design avoids the capillary limit while achieving some target vapor chamber thermal resistance at a given heat input. The model can be exploited to generate two-layer wick designs for various device heat input and thermal resistance needs.
VI. PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED TWO-LAYER WICK OVER SINGLE-LAYER WICKS
The reduced-order model developed in this paper helped to estimate the performance of the two-layer wick design. In this section, similar reduced-order models for conventional singlelayer wick designs are used to assess the relative performance advantages of the two-layer wick. Specifically, homogeneous and grid-patterned evaporator wick designs (schematic diagrams in Fig. 10 ) are compared to the two-layer wick. The homogeneous wick has a uniform thickness (t base ) wick layer over the evaporator region to which the liquid is supplied by a thick bulk wick (t bulk ) around the periphery. The grid-patterned evaporator wick structure has square grids (length l grid ) running across the evaporator region to enhance the liquid feeding of the thin wick base layer (thickness t base ) during high-heatflux capillary-fed boiling operation [9] , [11] , [26] . In order to maintain a constant thermal resistance for each of the different evaporator wicks while assessing the pressure drop imposed, the same value of t base = 200 μm is used for all the wicks. All the wick and working fluid properties, including the particle, pore diameter, and porosity of the wick, are kept the same as in the two-layer wick model (Sections III and IV). The dimensions of the vapor chamber, including the evaporator area of 1 cm 2 used in Section V, also remain the same. The reduced-order models developed for the homogeneous and grid-patterned evaporator wick designs are summarized in the Appendix. The remainder of this section compares their performance against the two-layer wick design proposed in this paper. The total pressure drop and thermal resistance of the homogeneous and grid-patterned evaporator wicks are calculated at a heat input of Q = 1 kW. For the homogeneous evaporator wick, the total pressure drop is very high due to the small cross-sectional area available for liquid flow in the thin base layer without any additional feeding pathways. The pressure drop ratio (the ratio of total fluid pressure drop to the capillary pressure) for the homogeneous evaporator wick is ∼17 at a heat input of Q = 1 kW. This ratio is very high compared to any of the two-layer wick designs assessed in Section V and indicates that the homogeneous evaporator wick would dry out at a very low heat flux.
The pressure drop ratio of the grid-patterned evaporator wick is compared to the two-layer wick in Fig. 11 . The results are obtained at a constant temperature drop of ∼40 K over all the cases to compare the pressure drop performance of the wicks. The array size for the grid-patterned wick refers to the number of grids, while the array size for the twolayer wick refers to the number of posts in each direction of the square array. The two-layer wick outperforms (i.e., has a lower pressure drop ratio than) the grid-patterned wick as the array size increases. It is noted that for the gridpatterned wick, increasing the array size does not produce a sufficient reduction in the pressure drop ratio, and thus, a viable geometry for an operation of the vapor chamber without a capillary limit is not reached. In contrast, the twolayer wick exhibits a significant reduction in the pressure drop ratio with increasing array size. This behavior can be explained by the design constraints that apply to each wick type. The same amount of evaporator footprint must be made available for capillary-fed boiling to keep the temperature drop at ∼40 K, irrespective of the array size. For the grid-patterned wick, this necessitates a decrease in the width of the liquidfeeding pathways, and hence an increase in the pressure drops. For the two-layer wick, increasing the array sizes requires a larger number of thinner posts, which does not incur a large pressure drop penalty because they are all drawing from Table I . The reduced pressure drop offered by the two-layer wick design, at the same thermal resistance, indicates that this design offers the potential to dissipate higher heat fluxes than the other two wick structures before the capillary limit would be reached.
VII. CONCLUSION
A two-layer vapor chamber evaporator wick structure is evaluated. To support high-heat-flux operation during capillary-fed boiling, evaporator wicks must be adequately fed with the working fluid over their entire area while imposing a low thermal resistance. The two-layer evaporator design has a thin base wick layer supplied by an array of liquid-feeding posts from a thicker cap wick layer above. The vapor formed by boiling in the wick base layer passes out of the evaporator through the spaces between the posts and vapor vents in the cap layer. The base wick imposes a low thermal resistance during capillary-fed boiling, while the cap layer and liquidfeeding posts are responsible for providing uniform liquid supply over the entire evaporator area.
A reduced-order model is developed to predict the hydraulic and the thermal performance of the two-layer wick incorporated within a vapor chamber heat spreader. Comparing against a higher fidelity numerical model, it is found that the reduced-order 1-D model adequately represents the fluid flow behavior and the pressure drop in the two-layer wick. Parametric studies identified that the number and size of liquid-feeding posts critically affect both the pressure drop and thermal performance. Large arrays with smaller diameter posts can reduce the total pressure drop while maintaining the same area available for capillary-fed boiling in the base wick (i.e., maintaining constant thermal resistance). The reducedorder model predicts that heat fluxes on the order of ∼1 kW/cm 2 can be dissipated over areas as large as 1 cm 2 without suffering from dryout by utilizing a sufficiently large number of liquid-feeding posts. The reduced-order model uses the first-order approximations to provide useful insights into the design of the proposed two-layer evaporator wick structure. Comparison to other single-layer wick structures (homogeneous and grid-patterned wicks) shows that the twolayer wick has a lower pressure drop at the target heat fluxes, such that the capillary limit (dryout) would not be reached.
APPENDIX REDUCED-ORDER MODEL OF HOMOGENEOUS
AND GRID-PATTERNED EVAPORATOR WICK STRUCTURES Fig. 12 (a) and (b) shows the pressure and temperature drops along the primary fluid flow path in the homogeneous and grid-patterned wick structures. Similar to the two-layer wick reduced-order model (Section III), a representative radial flow domain is considered in each case for the calculation of the pressure drop. The effective radius of the evaporator (r evap ) is calculated based on the footprint area given by the square edge length (l evap ). The liquid returning from the periphery of the vapor chamber incurs the same bulk liquid pressure drop P l,bulk as was given for the two-layer wick in (6) .
For the homogeneous wick, the liquid pressure drop through the evaporator wick of thickness t base (P l,h ) is calculated by integrating the governing momentum equation from the limit of r = r evap to r = 0, using the reduced porosity (φ eff ) and permeability (K eff ) for the liquid flow through the base wick layer. This yields
The vapor pressure drop is assumed to be negligible because of the wide area available for vapor flow out of the homogeneous evaporator wick and through the vapor core. The total pressure drop for the homogeneous wick is the sum of the bulk wick and the base wick layer pressure drops, i.e., P total,h = P l,bulk + P l,h . For the grid-patterned evaporator wick, liquid from the bulk wick flows through the grid-patterned area to the center of the evaporator. The evaporator region can be split into a "grid layer," which is the thickness of the wick that contains the square liquid-feeding structures (the grids) and a "base" layer wick underneath the grids. The liquid pressure drop through the grid layer is calculated assuming a uniform extraction of liquid to the base layer below. The mass flow rate of the liquid is a function of radial position and decreases fromṁ total at the evaporator periphery (r evap ) to zero at the centeṙ where to account for the reduced area available for flow due to the openings in the grid, a reduced effective thickness of the layer t grid,eff is calculated based on the equivalent volume. Integrating (3) from r = r evap to r = 0, the grid layer pressure drop is In the base layer, the liquid is assumed to flow inward in a unit cell around each grid. This unit cell spans a circular area of radius r eff,grid around each grid (radius r grid ), as shown in Fig. 13 . The total mass flow rate is equally divided among the unit cells (ṁ l,grid =ṁ total /N grid ) and remains constant from r = r eff,grid to r = r grid while it reduces to zero at r = 0 m l,base,grid (r ) = The vapor pressure drop through the grids in the grid-patterned wick and through the vapor core is assumed to be negligible. Hence, the total fluid pressure drop of the grid-patterned wick is given as P total,grid = P l,bulk + P l,grid + P l,base,grid . (A.7)
The thermal resistances for the vapor chamber with the homogeneous and the grid-patterned evaporator wick are calculated as done for the two-layer wick. The conduction resistances in the walls of the vapor chamber and the boiling resistance are given by (23) and (21), respectively. Note that in the calculation of the boiling resistance, a reduced evaporator area (area covered by the grids, where boiling occurs) is used for the grid-patterned wick, while the complete evaporator area is used for the homogeneous wick. The thermal resistance due to the saturation temperature change is assumed to be negligible. The total thermal resistance in both cases is given by T total,h = T condn + T boil . Dr. Garimella is a Fellow of the National Academy of Inventors, AAAS, and ASME. He was a recipient of the 2016 ITHERM Achievement Award for his contributions to thermal management. He serves as an Editor for several leading journals.
